
LOGOS & BRANDING



LOGO = BRAND



WHAT IS A LOGO?

Identifies a business in its simplest form 
via the use of a mark or icon.

A logo is just one piece of 
a larger puzzle



Is the space the business  occupies  in the minds and/or 
hearts of people

Branding helps to align how a business would like to be viewed 
with what people actually think about it 

For branding to be successful, you must know the business 
goals/objectives and their audience

WHAT IS A BRAND?



ASK THESE QUESTIONS

- Who are they?

- What do they do that nobody else does?

- Where do they do business?

- Why should anyone care?

- When do they do business?

- How do they do business?

BRANDING



BRANDING

Brands are built over time and across experiences



BRANDING

Brands are built over time and across experiences

.... So it’s important that the presentation of the company be 
consistent at every point of contact

(Print products, social media, website, etc.)



BRAND IDENTITY

A brand identity encompasses the parts of the 
brand that can be experienced by the five senses.

It serves as a unique personality that helps people 
tell that business apart from others

At the very least, the business needs a name that 
is unique within its industry or geographic area



BRAND IDENTITY

The brand identity system should include a 
combination of touchpoints



BRAND IDENTITY



COLOR & BRANDING

Connections 
between color & 
branding.
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COLOR & BRANDING



HOW INFLUENTIAL IS COLOR?

93% of purchasing judgements are made on visual perceptions

84.7% of consumers cite color as their main reason for buying a 
particular product

80% think color increases brand recognition



MEN’S AND WOMEN’S FAVORITE COLORS



MEN’S AND WOMEN’S LEAST FAVORITE COLORS



BLUE
Secure, calm, honest, strong, caring, trustworthy



RED
Energy, love, exciting, action, bold, passionate



YELLOW
Logical, playful, optimistic, forward thinking, confident



ORANGE
Happy, sociable, friendly, affordable



GREEN
Growth, organic, natural, caring, fresh, earth



PURPLE
Imaginative, creative, nostalgic 



BLACK
Sophistication, luxury, seductive, formal, authority



MULTI-COLOR
Multi-channel, positive, playful, bold, boundless



TYPOGRAPHY & BRANDING





TYPOGRAPHY & BRANDING
Make sure it communicates your message



TYPOGRAPHY & BRANDING
It should be an extension of your brand voice. 



TYPOGRAPHY & BRANDING
It should have visual appeal.







TYPOGRAPHY & BRANDING

STEPS TO GOOD TYPOGRAPHY CHOICES
1. Consider your topic
2. Know your audience (especially their age)
3. Keep technology in mind
4. Trust your gut







SHAPE

Our subconscious minds respond in different ways to different 
logo shapes.

Straight lines, circles, curves and jagged edges all imply different 
meanings. 



SHAPE - Circles, ovals & ellipses

● Positive emotional message
● Using a circle in a logo can suggest community, friendship, 

love, relationships, and unity
● Rings have an implication of marriage and partnership, 

suggesting stability and endurance
● Curves of any sort tend to be viewed as feminine in nature



SHAPE - Squares and triangles

● Straight edged logo shapes such as squares & triangles suggest stability in more 
practical terms and can be used to imply balance

● Straight lines and precise logo shapes also impart strength, professionalism and 
efficiency

● It has also been suggested that triangles have a good association with power, 
science, religion and law

● These tend to be viewed as masculine attributes



SHAPE - Vertical/horizontal lines 

● Our subconscious minds associate vertical lines with masculinity, strength and 
aggression, while horizontal lines suggest community, tranquility and calm

● The implications of shape also extend to the typeface chose. Jagged, angular 
typefaces may appear as aggressive or dynamic. Soft, round letters give a 
youthful appeal



CASE STUDY



- Who are they?

- What do they do that nobody else does?

- Where do they do business?

- Why should anyone care?

- When do they do business?

- How do they do business?

CASE STUDY | Capital Gazette



CASE STUDY | Capital Gazette



CASE STUDY | Capital Gazette



CASE STUDY | Capital Gazette

VS



CASE STUDY | Capital Gazette



CASE STUDY | Capital Gazette



- JAY DANZIE



PROJECT 4: LOGOS & BRANDING (10%) 

Invent a company or publication. You may also use your personal brand. Use type, color and 
graphics to create a logo. You will create one horizontal logo and adapt that into a square logo that 
could be used on social media. 

Grading Criteria: Overall design aesthetic, branding, consistency across platforms

DUE APRIL 25, BRING SKETCHES NEXT WEEK


